General Information:
The BunduAwn standard size is 2.45, 2.75 and 2.95 m, which is the length of the back
plate.
If you already have a BunduTop installed and want to mount your awning to the tent, you
will purchase a 2.45.
The top of the awn is covered with an aluminised spray which reflects heat away and we
have found a 3-5 degree difference when tested.
Open one side of the awning first, and then the second. Opening both at the same
time will result in damage.
The awning weighs about 20 kg's.
The 360 awn has been designed to not need support poles. The L shapes ALL need an
additional pole to strengthen the design.
Our awnings offer a huge surface area and as such can be susceptible to flash winds. It
needs to be tied down to ensure that no damage is caused in poor weather.
We do also suggest that you tie the awning down or close it up when you are not
present at camp.
I measured my roof rack and I need a size in-between?
The 2.45, 2.75 and 2.95 awns cover most vehicle types. You can choose either one to
best suit your needs.
Can it be fitted to my caravan/ off road trailer like on the pictures on the website?
It can absolutely be fitted to any vehicle. We do advise that if you have it fitted to either a
caravan or off road trailer that you arrange to have their agents do the fitment. This is
because the various caravans/trailers have different internal structures. It will be best to
discuss the fitment with them as they are aware where the trailer/caravan has load
bearing structural support etc.
The BunduAwn doesn't have supporting poles, can you provide me with some
when I place my order?
The awnings pole support is dependent on the profile you take. Our 360 needs no
support poles, while the L Shape needs one (already included) and the Square Back
needs an additional loose pole to support the square flap at the back.
Can you provide me side panels?

We ONLY manufacture two types of side panels. Our standard side panel has a mesh
strip that acts as a window and can be closed in poor weather. Our other panel is a plain
canvas panel with a slit in the center to act as a door.
Can I add additional patched/loops and D-rings to strengthen my awning?
Adding any additional strengtheners are not necessary. Our products are designed to be
lightweight but strong and durable and we offer services and repairs for your product for
years to come.
I don’t like the color of the awning, can I order another color?
Unfortunately we don’t carry various stock. We have decided on manufacturing the
awning a Olive Green only as most camping gear which utilizes canvas also comes in
this color. This way the awning color will be the same as all the other canvas products
you may
already have. The top of the material is also sprayed with an aluminised paint which
directly reflects sunlight away.
Will the shape of the awning affect my fuel consumption?
If it does it is indiscernible. We have not noticed any increase in fuel consumption over
various vehicle types.
How does it work?
The awning works with five to six arms which, when open, allows coverage of two or
three sides of your vehicle.
When each arm is opened another small arm situated on top of the main arm pops up
and provides additional height to the slope of the roof to give better water drainage and
prevents large pockets of water collecting on top of your awning.
The bag of the awning, when open, closes the gap between your vehicle and the awning
to prevent water running down the side of your vehicle. It is essentially a gutter while
your awning is open.
When closing the awn it is better to fold the awn than to roll it as it then fits better in the
bag and does not put unnecessary strain on the zip on the bag.
Also check that the lifter arms lower properly and does not hook on anything.
Our awnings have a one year mechanical warranty.
The guy on the video closes it really fast, I can't seem to close my awning that
easily?

The guy on the video is very tall. After a few practice runs you should be able to close it
just as fast. The trick to closing the BunduAwn is that the arm should go UNDER the
canvas. You will see when he has lined up the arms from one side he lifts the bulk of the
canvas over it, and repeats with the other side. This way the arms of the awning are
flush with the back plate. After that it is as simple as FOLDING up the canvas (rather
than rolling, which makes it bulky in the bag) and strapping it down firmly before closing
the bag.
What is it made from?
The awning is full aluminium construction and a durable Ripstop canvas with a reflective
surface.
Can I fit the awning myself?
Yes. It is not heavy but it is an awkward shape and will need 2 people to handle.
How do I fit the awning myself?
When installing the awning, we advise that there is no more than a 500 mm unsupported
overhang.
Fit your brackets to your vehicle. Fit the awning to the brackets.
The awning can be bolted on with a minimum
of 4, preferably 6 bolts.

